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I.1 INTRODUCTION
This Appendix of the GLMRIS Report provides the structural features of the alternative plans considered
in the study. Specifically, the structural features discussed herein relate to the Technology and the
Hydrologic Separation Alternatives. The level of structural design or analyses at this phase of the study
has been kept to a minimum concept level as needed to establish project structural features to form a basis
for the cost estimate. Further detailed studies and design will be required.
The four primary locations for the structures related to the Technology Alternative are the Chicago
Harbor Lock, O’Brien Lock and Dam, Brandon Road Lock and Dam, and Wilmette Pumping Station. As
discussed in the main report, these locations were selected to create a buffer zone bounded by these
locations. At Chicago Harbor Lock, O’Brien Lock and Dam, and Wilmette Pumping Station, the
structures must be modified for control of aquatic nuisance species (ANS) transferring from Lake
Michigan into the buffer zone or Chicago Area Waterway System (CAWS). At Brandon Road Lock and
Dam, the structures must be modified to control certain species from transferring into the buffer zone or
CAWS from the Illinois Waterway. This Appendix discusses the necessary structural modifications or
new structures at these locations required to create and or maintain the buffer zone.
The structures related to the Hydrologic Separation Alternatives included in this Appendix are physical
barriers or concrete dams. These structures will be located in the vicinity of Wilmette (IL), Chicago (IL),
Stickney (IL), Alsip (IL), Calumet City (IL), and Hammond (IN). The Stickney and Alsip locations are
for the Mid-System Hydrologic Separation Alternative and the remaining locations are for the Lakefront
Separation Alternative. These structures provide a physical barrier to form the separation between Lake
Michigan and the CAWS.
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I.2 RELEVANT USACE GUIDANCE


EM 1110-2-2602, Planning and Design of Navigation Locks



EM 1110-2-1604, Hydraulic Design of Navigation Locks



EM 1110-2-1404, Hydraulic Design of Deep Draft Navigation Projects



EM 1110-2-1610, Hydraulic Design of Lock Culvert Valves



EM 1110-2-2104, Strength Design for Reinforced-Concrete Hydraulic Structures



EM 1110-2-2703, Lock Gates and Operating Equipment



EM 1110-2-2503, Design of Sheet Pile Cellular Structures, Cofferdams and Retaining Structures



EM 1110-2-2906, Design of Pile Foundations



EM 1110-2-2502, Retaining and Floodwalls



EM 1110-2-2100, Stability Analyses of Concrete Structures



EM 1110-2-1612, Ice Engineering



EM 1110-2-2000, Standard Practice for Concrete for Civil Works Structures



EM 1110-2-2007, Structural Design of Concrete Lined Flood Control Channels



EM 1110-2-2400, Structural Design and Evaluation of Outlet Works



EM 1110-2-1614, Design of Coastal Revetments, Seawalls and Bulkheads
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I.3 STRUCTURAL FEATURES FOR TECHNOLOGY ALTERNATIVES
The structural features for the Technology Alternative consist of new locks, lock rehabilitation, electrical
barrier structures, new controlling works structures, and modifications to an existing pump station.
Table I.1 provides a summary of these structural features.
TABLE I.1 Structural Features – Technology Alternative with a Buffer Zone
Location
Feature
Chicago
New Lock
Harbor Lock

New Electrical
Barrier

Purpose
New lock provided to
accommodate filling and
emptying system, dual
chambers, and to locate
electrical barrier farther
from Navy Pier traffic.
Dual chambers reduce
demand on ANS treatment
volume, i.e., one deep lock,
one shallow.
New electric barrier to
address transfer of Lake
Michigan fish species into
the CAWS buffer zone
during lockages.

New ANS
Treatment Plant

Provides treatment facility
for lock exchange water.

New Sluice Gate
Structure at
North Basin Wall

Address transfer of Lake
Michigan fish species into
the CAWS during backflow
events thru sluice gates.

Abandon existing Address transfer of Lake
sluice gate
Michigan fish species into
facilities on
the CAWS.
North Breakwater
Access
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Description
Dual 80-ft chambers with sector gates
and filling and emptying system.
700 ft long × 280 ft wide. Provide rip
rap along south guide for overtopping
protection. Remove portion of
Southwest guide wall to accommodate
new lock opening. Abandon existing
lock.

950 ft long × 280 ft wide. Barrier
width 200 ft inside to inside of new
guide walls. All non-metallic features
within 400 ft of electrical barrier.
Concrete guide walls, chamber floor,
parasitic structure, electrical barrier,
and barrier building.
New ANS Treatment Plant and new
guide walls to create plant footprint.
Approximately 650 ft long revetment
wall for the east wall closure and for
the two lock closure walls.
Remove and replace 216 ft North
Basin wall with new sluice gate
structure to accommodate 12 10ft ×
15 ft screened sluice gates. Provide
features for self-cleaning screens.
Close off gate openings with concrete.
May require cofferdam. Abandon
gate equipment/facilities.

TABLE I.1 (CONT.)
Location
O’Brien
Lock and
Dam

Feature
New Lock

New Electrical
Barrier

Brandon
Road Lock
and Dam

New ANS
Treatment Plant
New Controlling
Works Structure

Provides treatment facility
for lock exchange water.
Address transfer of Lake
Michigan fish species into
the CAWS during backflow
events thru sluice gates.

New Guide wall

Navigation aid.

New Lock Filling
and Emptying
System
New Guide Walls

Flush lock with CAWS
water.

New Electrical
Barrier

Wilmette
Pumping
Station

Purpose
New lock provided to
accommodate extensive
rehabilitation of filling and
emptying system and lock
walls to address ANS
transfer.
New electric barrier to
address transfer of Lake
Michigan fish species into
the CAWS buffer zone
during lockages.

Pump Station
Rehabilitation

Screen Existing
Gates

ANS Treatment
Plant

To provide approach area
for barges to re-configure
prior to lockage.
New electric barrier to
address transfer of fish
species into the CAWS
buffer zone during
lockages.
Address transfer of Lake
Michigan fish species into
the CAWS during backflow
events thru sluice gates.

Address transfer of Lake
Michigan fish species into
the CAWS during backflow
events thru sluice gates.
Water quality.
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Description
New lock similar in dimensions to
existing with new filling and
emptying system.

950 ft long × 190 ft wide. Barrier
width 110 ft inside to inside of new
guide walls. All non-metallic features
within 400 ft of electrical barrier.
Concrete guide walls, chamber floor,
parasitic structure, electrical barrier,
and barrier building.
Construct new ANS Treatment Plant
Remove and replace existing 60 ft
controlling works structure and
portion of dam with new 100 ft long
controlling works structure. Provide 6
10 ft × 15 ft screened sluice gates.
Provide features for self-cleaning
screens.
Provide new landside upper guide
wall approximately 1,200 ft long.
Rehabilitate and upgrade existing lock
filling and emptying system.
Extend existing guide walls by
1,350 ft for 2,700 ft of new 40-ft-wide
guide walls.
950 ft long x 190 ft wide. Barrier
width 110 ft inside to inside of new
guide walls. All non-metallic features
within 400 ft of electrical barrier.
Perform major rehabilitation of pump
station (North Shore Channel) to
replace existing pump station
structure with a sluice gate structure
to accommodate four 10 ft × 15 ft
screened sluice gates. Provide
features for self-cleaning screens.
Screen three existing 8 ft × 17.5 ft
gates. Provide features for selfcleaning screens.
Construct new ANS Treatment Plant.

I.3.1 Lock Structures
As indicated in Table I.1, new locks are shown at Chicago Harbor Lock and O’Brien Lock and Dam.
This is primarily based on the amount of work required to upgrade these locks to accommodate new
filling and emptying systems that will work with the new ANS Treatment Plants. Brandon Road Lock
and Dam is shown for rehabilitation only since there is an existing side port filling and emptying system
in place. Further discussion is included below for each specific lock location.
Site-specific soil conditions have not been evaluated for each new lock structure and is considered beyond
the scope of this study. Since new locks would be located at sites of existing lock facilities, it is
reasonable to assume that soil conditions will allow for a range of typical foundation types found at new
lock facilities.
Only conceptual layout of the locks has been performed at this time to determine general overall lock
dimensions and lock features consistent with the level of detail for costing purposes. Detailed future
studies would be required to determine optimal chamber and guide wall locations and approach angles to
meet all navigation requirements. Additionally, detailed studies of construction staging would be
required to minimize impacts to navigation during construction of the new locks and lock upgrades.

I.3.1.1 Chicago Harbor Lock
The existing Chicago Harbor Lock is located in Chicago, Illinois, adjacent to Navy Pier at the entrance to
Lake Michigan in downtown Chicago. The Chicago Harbor Lock was originally constructed in the late
1930s and consists of a navigation lock and a controlling works structure. The navigation lock structure
consists of a 600 ft long × 80 ft wide lock chamber with two sets of sector gates. The sector gate blocks
are mass concrete structures founded on timber piles, while the lock walls consist of concrete monoliths
founded on sheet pile cells. The lock chamber floor consists of 8 in. precast concrete floor slabs. The
controlling works structure is located on the North Basin Wall and houses four 10 ft × 10 ft sluice gates
for flood control. See Enclosure A for reference drawings of the Chicago Harbor Lock structure.
The Chicago Harbor Lock is considered a low-lift lock and has an end filling and emptying system by
means of sector gates only. No existing culvert or port system is present to perform filling and emptying
operations.
In addition to its navigation function, the Chicago Harbor Lock is also used as a flood control structure to
allow backflows into Lake Michigan during severe flood events in the Chicago area. During severe flood
events in Chicago, the sector gates are opened to lower the level of the Chicago River and prevent
flooding in downtown Chicago. This operation is called a “backflow” event.
A new lock is planned adjacent to the existing Chicago Harbor Lock as part of the Technology
Alternative, as illustrated in Figure I.1.
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FIGURE I.1 New Chicago Harbor Lock Facility Conceptual Plan
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A new lock facility was selected for this site for several reasons. First, extensive rehabilitation of the lock
chamber, guide walls, and lock floor is anticipated to accommodate a complex filling and emptying
system to exchange water with the ANS Treatment Plant. New filling and emptying culverts and a port
system are required to support the filling and emptying operation working in conjunction with the ANS
Treatment Plant. Since the lock has already exceeded its 50-year design life, extensive rehabilitation to
the lock chamber existing structures does not appear to be a sound investment. Secondly, a new lock
structure allows for the relocation of the electric barrier farther from activity congestion at Navy Pier.
This improves safety concerns with operating an electric barrier in a congested area and reduces stray
current concerns by moving the electrical barrier farther from existing structures. Finally, construction of
a new lock will allow the chamber volumes to be optimized to reduce demand on the ANS treatment
facility. With the Chicago Harbor Lock being one of the busiest locks in the USACE, the ability to
optimize the chamber configuration for the volume of water to be exchanged with the ANS Treatment
Plant is a significant advantage.
Figure I.1 shows the Chicago Harbor Lock to be orientated in a Northwest alignment. This alignment is
shown only to indicate one possible alignment and arrangement of the lock chamber. This general
alignment was selected to minimize the turn radius for vessels entering the Chicago River and to locate
the electric barrier farther from Navy Pier as discussed above. Other possible alignments would include
arranging the lock chamber parallel to and south of the existing chamber to allow for a straight entry into
the Chicago River. For this alignment, safety concerns with placing an electric barrier closer to Navy Pier
and stray current concerns associated with electrical barriers would be more critical.
Dual 80 ft × 600 ft chambers are shown for the new Chicago Harbor Lock. One chamber depth would be
shallower (approximately one-half the existing lock depth) to minimize volume of water to be exchanged
with the ANS Treatment Plant while allowing the majority of vessels to pass. The other chamber would
match the existing chamber depth to allow infrequent deep-draft vessels to pass.
The new lock would incorporate a filling and emptying system designed to work with the ANS Treatment
Plant. Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC) experts on filling and emptying systems
were consulted to determine the feasibility of performing lock flushing in conjunction with the ANS
Treatment Plant. Initial studies by ERDC concluded that reasonable flushing times could be achieved
considering the volumes of the existing lock chambers. Further studies would be required to determine
optimal flushing requirements, lock operation procedures to replace a water mass within a lock, and
methods to minimize vessel impacts during water exchanges. Details on the type of filling and emptying
system to be incorporated would be developed in future studies.
Sector gates would be required at the Chicago Harbor Lock due to the potential for reverse heads and to
operate the gates during backflow events for flood control.
Armor stone is shown along the entire south wall of the Chicago Harbor Lock to address overtopping into
the lock chamber and potential transfer of ANS species. The breakwater is shown to create navigable
conditions for vessels approaching the lock chamber with the northwest orientation.

I.3.1.2 O’Brien Lock and Dam
The existing Thomas J. (T.J.) O’Brien Lock and Dam is located in the southeastern portion of Chicago,
Illinois, near where the Calumet River enters Lake Michigan. It is located approximately 326 miles above
the confluence of the Illinois River with the Mississippi River at Grafton, Illinois. The O’Brien Lock and
Dam was originally constructed in the 1950s. The O’Brien Lock and Dam consists of a 1,000 ft long by
110 ft wide navigation lock and a 300 ft long dam. The dam has a controlling works structure that houses
four 10 ft × 10 ft sluice gates for flood control. The navigation lock has two sets of sector gates on each
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end housed in mass concrete gate blocks. The lock walls consist of granular filled sheet pile cells with a
concrete surface on the chamber side face. The lock chamber floor consists of a 12 in. concrete slab. See
Enclosure A for reference drawings of the O’Brien Lock and Dam structure.
The O’Brien Lock is considered a low-lift lock with an end filling and emptying system by means of the
sector gates. As shown in Enclosure A, the O’Brien lock does have a simple loop culvert filling and
emptying system on the lake side gate block area only, which can also be used for filling and emptying
the lock chamber. No filling and emptying ports are present in the lock chamber.
In addition to its navigation function, the O’Brien Lock is used as a flood control structure to allow
backflows to Lake Michigan during severe flood events in the Chicago area. During severe flood events
in Chicago, the sector gates are opened to lower the level of the Calumet River for flood control purposes.
This operation is called a “backflow” event.
A new lock is planned to replace the O’Brien Lock as part of the Technology Alternative with a Buffer
Zone, as illustrated in Figure I.2.
A new lock facility was selected for this site due to the anticipated extensive rehabilitation of the lock
chamber, guide walls, and lock floor to accommodate a complex filling and emptying system to exchange
water with the ANS Treatment Plant. New filling and emptying culverts and a port system is required to
support the filling and emptying operation working in conjunction with the ANS Treatment Plant.
Rehabilitation of the upstream river wall is also required to seal the sheet pile walls that are common to
the lock chamber and Lake Michigan, where ANS transfer could potentially occur. While rehabilitation
of the lock structure to accommodate a filling and emptying system does appear possible, a new lock is
recommended since the lock has already exceeded its 50-year design life and an extensive investment
would be required to rehabilitate the lock chamber. Future studies should include a detailed life-cycle
cost analyses to support this determination.
As shown in Figure I.2, the new O’Brien Lock is shown in approximately the same location as the
existing lock and dam. A detailed study will be required to determine the optimal location, alignment,
and construction sequencing to minimize impacts to navigation. The new lock may require relocation
farther downstream to maintain navigation during construction. Another option would be to construct the
new lock chamber landward of the existing lock chamber to minimize disruptions to navigation and to
optimize navigation alignments.
The new O’Brien lock chamber is 1,000 ft long × 110 ft wide, identical to the existing chamber size. A
new 1,200-ft upstream guide wall has been added to facilitate safe alignment and staging of barges prior
to entering the electrical barrier.
The new lock would incorporate a filling and emptying system designed to work with the ANS Treatment
Plant. ERDC experts on filling and emptying systems were consulted with to determine the feasibility of
performing lock flushing in conjunction with the ANS Treatment Plant. Initial studies by ERDC
concluded that reasonable flushing times could be achieved considering the volumes of the existing lock
chambers. Further studies would be required to determine optimal flushing requirements, lock operation
procedures to replace a water mass within a lock, and methods to minimize vessel impacts during water
exchanges. Details on the type of filling and emptying system to be incorporated would be developed in
future studies.
Sector gates would be required for O’Brien Lock due to the potential for reverse heads and to operate the
gates during backflow events for flood control.
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FIGURE I.2 New O’Brien Lock and Dam Facility Conceptual Plan
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I.3.1.3 Brandon Road Lock and Dam
The existing Brandon Road Lock and Dam is located 27 miles southwest of Chicago and 2 miles
southwest of Joliet, Illinois. It is located approximately 286 miles above the confluence of the Illinois
River with the Mississippi River at Grafton, Illinois. Construction was completed on the Brandon Road
Lock and Dam the 1930s. The Brandon Road Lock and Dam consists of a 600 ft long by 110 ft wide
navigation lock and a 2,391-ft-long dam. The dam has 21 operating tainter gates, 6 sluice gates, and 16
pairs of head gates. The 6 sluice gates are closed with concrete bulkheads and there are only 8 operating
head gates, with the other 8 headgate bays closed with concrete bulkheads. The navigation lock has two
sets of miter gates. The lock walls consist of mass concrete gravity walls founded on rock. The lock
floor is primarily unlined rock with a 17’-wide concrete apron slab chamber side of each concrete gravity
wall. The Brandon Road Lock has a lift of 34 ft with an average filling time of 19 minutes and emptying
time of 15 minutes with a side port filling and emptying system. There are 12-foot-diameter filling and
emptying culverts in each lock wall, with 10 rectangular side ports (5 feet wide by 3 feet 6 inches high)
located along the bottom of each lock wall. See Enclosure A for reference drawings of the Brandon Road
Lock and Dam structure.
Rehabilitation of the lock is planned as part of the Technology Alternative with a Buffer Zone, as
illustrated in Figure I.3.
Rehabilitation of the existing lock chamber filling and emptying system is anticipated at Brandon Road.
The presence of two 12–ft-diameter culverts with a side port filling and emptying system make Brandon
Road more amenable to rehabilitation than the O’Brien and Chicago Locks. Rehabilitation in the lock
chamber will be limited to upgrades to the filling and emptying system to perform lock flushing.
In addition to upgrades to the lock filling and emptying system, the downstream guide walls will be
extended an additional 1,350 ft to connect to the new electrical barrier, as shown in Figure I.3. This is
required to provide adequate length for reconfiguring of barges downstream of the lock chamber in the
area between the new electrical barrier and the lock chamber. These guide walls are anticipated to be
mass concrete gravity walls similar in construction to the east and west lower approach walls at the
existing lock. Note that the Brandon Road guide walls were retrofitted with rock anchors in the 1980s.
See Enclosure A for typical cross sections of the Brandon Road lower approach walls.
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FIGURE I.3 Brandon Road Lock and Dam Facility
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I.3.2 Electrical Barrier Structures
Electrical Barriers are required at Chicago Harbor Lock, O’Brien Lock and Dam, and Brandon Road
Lock and Dam as part of the Technology Alternative to address migration of fish species into the CAWS
buffer zone while still maintaining a navigable waterway. The major structural features for the electrical
barriers include concrete guide walls, concrete floor, parasitic structure, electrode support structure, and
barrier facilities building. Many of these features can be extrapolated from the existing USACE Fish
Barrier facilities currently in operation in Romeoville, Illinois.
The overall length required for the electrical barrier channel was determined to be 950 ft. Based on
experience at the Romeoville facility, this allows for a 400-ft length where the electric field can reach.
The 950 ft allows for an additional 275 ft on each side of the electric field. The width of the electric
barrier channel is 200 ft at the Chicago Harbor Lock, 110 ft at O’Brien Lock, and 110 ft at Brandon Road
Lock. See Figures I.1 thru I.3 for electrical barrier locations and layout.
The primary structural feature for the electrical barrier structures are the guide walls forming the electrical
barrier channel. At the Chicago and O’Brien Locks, it is anticipated these guide walls will consist of
mass concrete guide walls on drilled shafts. At Brandon Road Lock, the guide walls will be mass
concrete gravity wall on rock. The floors of all electrical barriers are anticipated to be concrete with nonmetallic reinforcement. A 2-ft thickness of concrete for the floors can be assumed at this time.
Nonconductive materials are required to be used in the 400-ft electric field length and may need to be
considered over the entire 950-ft length. The extent of use of non-conductive materials will be based on
the effectiveness of the electrical isolation inside the electrical barrier chamber.
The facilities building for the electrical barriers should be based on the existing and planned buildings to
be constructed at the Romeoville site.
Containment of stray current is a key consideration in the design of the electrical barrier facility. Careful
consideration of materials used for the guide wall and floor materials will be required to ensure
containment of stray current. The locations shown for the electrical barriers have been such to avoid
nearby metal structures that could be affected by stray currents. Any conductive structures in the areas of
the electrical barriers may require relocation. ERDC’s Construction Engineering Research Laboratory
(CERL) was contacted to determine safe distances for operation or the location of steel lock gates. ERDC
indicated that, with proper electrical isolation within the barrier chamber, there will not be any stray
current problems with the operation of the mechanical and electrical systems at the gates given the
dimensions of the electrical barrier shown.
At the Chicago and O’Brien Locks, backflow events will be required during severe flooding. This will
produce high-velocity flows thru the lock and electrical barrier chambers. This will necessitate the
electrodes to be recessed or securely supported to the chamber floor to ensure stability during such events.

I.3.3 Controlling Works Structures
As part of the Technology Alternative, to address transfer of Lake Michigan Species into the CAWS
buffer zone, structural rehabilitations of three existing controlling works structures will be required.
These include the Chicago Harbor Lock Controlling Works, the O’Brien Lock and Dam Controlling
Works, and the Wilmette Pumping Station. At each of these three locations, sluice gates are operated
during backflow events to release flood waters into Lake Michigan. During backflow events, as the heads
equalize and flow velocities decrease, certain targeted species will be capable of passing thru the existing
unscreened gates.
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As part of the Technology Alternative, to address ANS transfer between Lake Michigan and the CAWS
buffer zone, all sluice gates will require installation of screen structures with 0.4-inch maximum
openings. Introduction of screens of this size requires that the total cross sectional area of the sluice gates
be increased to compensate for the head loss across the screen. It is estimated that 2.2 times the area of
existing gates will be required to compensate for the head loss associated with the addition of 0.4 inch
screens. This 2.2 factor does not account for blockage due to debris. Accounting for blockage due to
debris will be required during final design after selection of the screen system and considering the
effectiveness of the screen cleaning/raking system. Any debris blockage can be accommodated by
increasing the screen and/or gate area. See Enclosure B for the basis for determination of the new number
of gates. A summary of the increase in number of gates is included in Table I.2.
TABLE I.2 Summary Sluice Gate Rehabilitation

Location
Chicago
Harbor Lock
Controlling
Works

O’Brien
Lock and
Dam
Controlling
Works
Wilmette
Pumping
Station

Existing Number of
Gates
Eight 10 ft ×10 ft sluice
gates (4 on Chicago
Lock North Basin Wall
and 4 on North
Breakwater Access
Wall)

New Number of Gates
Required (with 0.4 in.
screens)
12 10 ft × 15 ft sluice
gates at Chicago Lock
North Basin Wall

Four 10 ft × 10 ft sluice
gates

Six 10 ft × 15 ft sluice
gates

Three 8 ft × 17.5 ft
roller gates

Three 8 ft × 17.5 ft
gates (existing)

Nine 9 ft × 10.5 ft slide
gates

four 10 ft × 15 ft sluice
gates

Required Rehabilitation
Remove existing sluice gate structure
on North Basin Wall and replace
with new 216 ft-long sluice gate
structure consisting of 12 10 ft × 15
ft self-cleaning screened sluice gates.
Abandon and seal off 4 gate
openings on North Breakwater
Access Wall.
Remove existing sluice gate structure
and replace with a new 100 ft-long
sluice gate structure consisting of six
10 ft × 15 ft self-cleaning screened
sluice gates.
Install self-cleaning screens on three
existing 8ft × 17.5 ft gates. Perform
major rehabilitation of the pump
station (North Shore Channel side) to
replace existing structure with sluice
gate structure to accommodate four
10 ft × 15 ft sluice gates. Install selfcleaning screens on all gates.

The design of the screen structures are beyond the scope of this study, however, it is anticipated they will
be substantial structures to ensure no blockage or head loss thru the gates. The screens will be required to
form a tight seal with the concrete. The screens will incorporate self cleaning mechanical features to
address blockage and minimize maintenance. As required, wide mesh trash racks with proper raking
systems can be incorporated to protect the screen structure from damage due to large debris. Some of the
existing sluice gates currently have 2-inch bar screens without a trash raking or cleaning system installed
to address potential transfer of Asian carp from the rivers to Lake Michigan. No major debris issues have
been reported. Future detailed design efforts will be required to optimize the design of the screen
structure and trash rack/rake system working in conjuction with the sluice gates. The final number and
sizes of sluice gates can be adjusted as necessary based on the final configuration, head loss, and any
anticipated blockage across the screen structure.
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To confirm the viability of providing a screen structure which will not adversely impact the operation of
the sluice gates or create head loss thru the gates, a value engineering study was performed by Portland
Distict. The study focused on screening options at O’Brien Lock and Dam for potential application to
other locations. The study is provided in Enclosure C. The study evaluated 11 alternatives for screening
the sluice gates and recommended a Vee screen concept for future development. The Vee screen concept
consists of sceens arranged in large Vee formations to allow the screen flow area to be larger than the gate
flow area, allowing a reduction in head loss across the screens. Debris collection and removal is
performed by having a cleaning system that has a travelling cleaning device to sweep debris to the apex of
the vee and a debris removal device to pull the debris up and out of the apex and into a truck or conveyor.
The sweeping device could be a brush or a water jet. The debris removal device could be an inclined
travelling screen or a raking device. It should be noted that this study was performed prior to finalizing
the number of gates required at O’Brien Lock and Dam; thus, the study assumed that more than six sluice
gates would be present in the dam. As the study indicates, the concepts can be applied to more or fewer
sluice gates.

I.3.3.1 Chicago Harbor Lock Controlling Works
The Chicago Harbor Lock controlling works consists of four 10 ft ×10 ft sluice gates at the Chicago Lock
North Basin Wall and four 10 ft × 10 ft sluice gates on the North Breakwater Access Wall. As part of the
Technology Alternative, these existing sluice gates will be replaced with 12 10 ft × 15 ft sluice gates, all
located on the North Basin Wall. The existing gates at the North Breakwater Access Wall will be sealed
and abandoned.
The existing controlling works structure on the North Basin Wall would be completely removed and
replaced with a 200-ft-long new controlling works structure housing 12 10 ft × 15 ft sluice gates. The
entire 216-ft-long North Basin Wall would be rebuilt to house the new controlling works structure. The
existing structure is shown in Enclosure B and consists of a mass concrete gate block over timber piles for
the sluice gate cross section and a concrete monolith over sheet pile cells for the balance of the wall. The
new structure would likely consist of a concrete gate block over drilled shafts or steel H-piles similar in
construction to the existing sluice gate cross section. The gate block is currently shown as 40 feet wide
and will likely need to be widened to 60-80 feet to accommodate the screen structure and associated
mechanical features.

I.3.3.2 O’Brien Lock and Dam Controlling Works
The O’Brien Lock and Dam controlling works consists of four 10 ft × 10 ft sluice gates housed in a 60-ftlong controlling works structure located within the 300-ft-long dam. The gate block is a mass concrete
structure over bearing piles with sheet pile cutoff. The remainder of the dam consists of concrete
monoliths over sheet pile cells. See Enclosure B for general layout and location of the existing
controlling works structure.
The existing sluice gates, gate block, and a portion of the dam would be removed to construct a new
approximately 100-ft long by 60- to 80-ft wide controlling works structure to accommodate the screen
structure and associated mechanical features. The new controlling works structure would consist of a
concrete gate block over drilled shafts or steel H-piles similar in construction to the existing sluice gate
cross section.
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I.3.3.3 Wilmette Pumping Station
The existing Wilmette Pumping Station overall plans, sections, and gate arrangement are shown in
Enclosure B. The pump station is divided into two sides: the Diversion Channel Side and the Pump
Station Side. The Diversion Channel Side houses three 8 ft wide × 17.5 ft tall roller gates. The Pump
Station Side has four 9 ft wide × 10.5 ft tall slide gates on the Lake Michigan side and four 9 ft wide ×
10.5 ft tall slide gates on the North Shore Channel side of the pump station.
On the Diversion Channel Side, the existing roller gates would remain but would be required to be
screened to address ANS transfer from Lake Michigan into the CAWS buffer zone. Sufficient room
exists upstream or downstream of the existing roller gates to accommodate a self-cleaning screen system.
Selection of screen location will occur in future studies and will depend on the screen type and debris
handling requirements. Existing concrete sills exist upstream and downstream of the existing roller gates
and could be considered as possible locations for the new screen structure.
On the Pump Station Side, the pumps would be abandoned and the pump station would be rehabilitated
for use only as a gate structure for flood control. Future pumping at this location for water quality would
occur thru a new planned ANS Treatment Plant. Four new sluice gates would be required on the pump
station side. Since the existing gates are all 9 feet wide, 9 ft × 16 ft-8 in. sluice gates are assumed for this
location to allow for maximum re-use of the existing gate block and concrete walls. The lakeside sill has
the lowest elevation at 13.5 ft and would be the preferred location for the new taller gates. Selection of
screen location will occur in future studies and will depend on the screen type and debris handling
requirements. Possible locations of the screen structure include the North Shore Channel side sill or just
upstream or downstream of the new gate location. The lakeside sill may require an extension lake-ward
to accommodate a screen structure. Conveyance thru the existing pump station is thru four tunnels. All
tunnels are 9 ft in diameter except for tunnel 2, which has been lined with shotcrete to 7 ft diameter.
Removal of the tunnels and major rehabilitation of the pump station may be required to reconfigure the
channel to obtain the required conveyance.

I.3.4 ANS Treatment Plants
See other portions of the report for general features of the ANS Treatment Plants. No detailed facility
layout has been performed as part of this study, but the processes and general facility requirement have
been based on similar sized Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago (MWRDGC)
wastewater treatment facilities.
The only site-specific structures anticipated for the ANS Treatment Plants are at the Chicago Harbor Lock
where the ANS treatment facility is located adjacent to the Lock (see Figure I.1). A shoreline revetment
wall approximately 650 feet long is required to form the closure walls for the plant facility. Design of this
wall may require consideration for stray current due to the close proximity to the electric barrier. In this
case, a rubble mound or mass concrete wall over drilled shafts could be considered to eliminate
conductive sheet pile or H-Pile materials typical of shoreline revetment structures.
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I.4 STRUCTURAL FEATURES FOR THE
HYDROLOGIC SEPARATION ALTERNATIVES
As part of the Hydrologic Separation Alternative, physical barriers will be required to separate Lake
Michigan from the CAWS. Four lakefront locations and two mid-system locations were selected as
follows:



Lakefront locations – Wilmette (IL), Chicago (IL), Calumet City (IL), and Hammond (IN)
Mid system locations – Stickney (IL) and Alsip (IL).

Only general locations of the physical barriers have been determined at this time. Specific site locations
will be determined in later studies. For the purposes of performing a concept level structural evaluation
of the physical barriers, a location was assumed in order to obtain hydraulic requirements, soil conditions,
and site layout requirements. This was done only to determine approximate structure dimensions and to
verify that a physical barrier structure is feasible.
The physical barrier structures are anticipated to be concrete dam structures on pile foundations with
sheet pile cutoff walls. Enclosure D includes concept-level stability calculations and plates showing the
approximate dimensions for the concrete dams. It is anticipated that pile foundations will be required for
all the dams, since rock is not shallow at the locations investigated. These pile foundations would need to
be designed in accordance with EM 1110-2-2906.
All barriers were evaluated as simple concrete dams. The design headwater, tail water, and channel
bottom elevations were provided by hydraulics. These values are listed below under each individual dam
location. The heights are based on a storm event with a 0.2% probability of exceedance.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Wilmette (river side is high side)
Chicago (lake side is high side)
Stickney (lake side is high side)
Alsip (lake side is high side)
Calumet City (lake side is high side)
Hammond (east/lake side is high side)

I.4.1 Wilmette – At the Existing Pumping Station
The river side is the high side. Headwater height is 587.2 ft North American Vertical Datum of 1988
(NAVD88), tail water height is 575 ft NAVD88, and channel depth is 567 ft NAVD88. The barrier
location assumed is in the vicinity of the existing Wilmette Pump Station. Future studies could consider
constructing it on the existing controlling works structure, but this will require analyzing its strength for
the larger event as well designing methods to close the various penetrations through the structure. At this
stage in the study, the dam at Wilmette is assumed to be an independent pile-supported mass concrete
structure.
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I.4.2 Chicago – Chicago River
The lake side is the high side. Headwater height is 585.9 ft NAVD88, tail water height is 575 ft NAVD88,
and channel depth is 553 ft NAVD88. A location away from the lakefront in the vicinity of the Michigan
Avenue Bridge is assumed for this structure. A structure at the lakefront, such as at the western opening
of the Chicago Harbor Lock, would be subjected to wave overtopping and require the structure to be
much higher than the 0.2% exceedance storm event. At any separation point between the river and the
lake — such as the North Pier Tunnel on the north, North Basin Wall on the east, or Southwest Guide
Wall on the south — the new structure would be required to much higher and all of the existing structures
would require height increases.

I.4.3 Stickney – Chicago Ship and Sanitary Canal
The lake side is the high side. Headwater height is 587.2 ft NAVD88, tail water height is 575 ft NAVD88,
and channel depth is 558 ft NAVD88. This location was selected to minimize flood impacts. Placement
of the dam is assumed just east of the Stickney Outfall. This location will minimize impacts to water
quality in the lake caused by sewage treatment outflow to the lake.

I.4.4 Alsip – Cal-Sag Canal
The lake side is the high side. Headwater height is 588.1 ft NAVD88, tail water height is 575 ft NAVD88,
and channel depth is 564 ft NAVD88. Placement of this dam is assumed to be west of the Natalie Creek
Confluence. Placement west of the Natalie Creek Confluence will address fish bypass during a large
flood event between Natalie Creek and Midlothian Creek. Fish bypass would be possible if the barrier
were located east of the Natalie Creek Outfall.

I.4.5 Calumet City – Calumet River
The river side is the high side. Headwater height is 585.9 ft NAVD88, tail water height is 575 ft
NAVD88, and channel depth is 562 ft NAVD88. Placement of this dam is assumed to be in the vicinity
of the Bishop Ford Expressway, west of the O’Brien Lock and Dam.

I.4.6 Hammond – Little Calumet River
The lake side is the high side. Headwater height is 603.4 ft NAVD88, tail water height is 575 ft NAVD88,
and channel depth is 586 ft NAVD88. Placement of this dam is assumed to be on the west side of the
Hart Ditch control structure.
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I.5 TUNNELS GENERAL
The Technology and Hydrologic Separation Alternatives have tunnels of varying diameters as part of the
plans. These tunnels range from 14 ft to 42 ft in diameter and have been sized for the conveyance
required. Preliminary hydraulic modeling for the tunnel diameters indicates that the velocities are below
20 ft/s.
The major structural features for the tunnels will include concrete-lined tunnels, drop and access shafts,
inlet structures, and gate structures. Structural design of these features is beyond the scope of this study.
For costing purposes, use of costing data from past tunnel projects in the Chicago area, including the
McCook Reservoir Project, Thornton Reservoir Project, and other Tunnel and Reservoir Plan (TARP)
projects, would be appropriate. An example of a 30–ft-diameter TARP system is the Indiana and 140th
Street tunnel legs of the Calumet Tunnel System included in Enclosure E. This system was evaluated to
determine frequency and quantity of shafts present in a typical tunnel leg primarily for real estate
evaluation purposes. The types of shafts present in this tunnel leg include construction shafts, access
shafts, work shafts, and drop shafts. Over a length of approximately 7 miles, there are 13 shafts requiring
real estate at the shaft access point. Enclosure E shows typical real estate required for such shafts.
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ENCLOSURE A
EXISTING LOCK DRAWINGS

1. Chicago Harbor Lock
2. O’Brien Lock and Dam
3. Brandon Road Lock and Dam
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Deterrent Design
Charrette/VE Study

June 27, 2013
Portland District
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Design Charrette Report
Aquatic Nuisance Species Deterrent Systems
for the O’Brien Lock and Water Control
1

Purpose

1.1 The purpose of this Document is to present the results of the O’Brien Lock Aquatic
Nuisance Species Design Charrette conducted in Portland, Oregon on June 27th, 2013 with
members of the Portland District with relative background information provided by members of
Chicago District. The out brief presentation provided several alternatives was held by webinar
on June 28th, 2013
1.2 The Charrette information will be used in development of the future plans and
specifications to provide a viable solution to an exclusion system for the O’Brien Lock and
Water Control Structures adjacent to the lock.
2

Background

2.1 The O’Brien Lock Design Charrette project is but one component of the larger Great
Lakes & Mississippi River Inter-basin Study, hereinafter to be called (GLMRIS).
2.2 The overall GLMRIS Study’s purpose is intended to provide a broad range of options
and technologies available to address the spread of aquatic nuisance species (ANS) between the
Great Lakes and Mississippi River Basins. The study has two primary focus areas, Focus Area 1
is the Chicago Area Waterways, and Focus Area 2 includes all other pathways.
2.3 Goals of the study include: 1) identification of aquatic pathways that may exists
between the Great Lakes and Mississippi River Basins 2) provisions for the inventory of current
and future potential aquatic nuisance species; and, 3) to analyze possible ANS controls available
for use between basins, via aquatic pathways.
3

Scope

3.1 The scope of the design charrette is to analyze possible ANS controls to address ANS
transfer between basins at the O’Brien Lock and Water Controls through the use of various
means to exclude ANS during flood water flows from the North Little Calumet River into Lake
Michigan.
3.2 Design Criteria. Design considerations utilized during the alternatives development
process included: debris loading, ice loading at 5 kips/ft; screen size opening limited to 0.4 inch;
O’Brien Lock ANS Deterrent Design Charrette
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maintaining the current flood control water surface elevations up to the 500 year event; hold as
primary the water surface elevation below the authorized flood protection limits and consider
lake fish exclusion as secondary to the primary mission function of the O’Brien Structures; and,
lock operations as less important than fish exclusion.
4

Various Alternative Options

4.1 The results from the design charrette include recommendations for design
consideration of both technology and physical type exclusion system. A number of alternative
concepts were explored by the team including:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)

Massive Screens
Pumped forced flow
Electric barrier
Sonic barrier
Netting
Velocity barrier
Weir System
Aeration system
Using the Lock to pass flow
Add more sluice gates screened/unscreened
Add surcharge storage

4.2 The team primarily focused on physical deterrents, although consideration should be
given to utilize technological features to supplement the designs to create more effective
deterrent system. In all, the team developed 9 alternative concept options to add to the two
options initially received from Chicago District. Alternatives were developed to concept level
and require calculations and engineering design to determine details of feasibility and cost. The
general feasibility and ranking of the concepts are based on the team’s previous experience with
screen system design, not on detailed calculations or engineering at this level. The team focused
primarily on screen type deterrents. A description of each of those is listed below.
4.3 Other considerations taken into account by the team in developing various alternative
concepts included the use of bubbler system where needed in dead zones and for ice control. To
assist with phased construction and funding constraints while acquiring the project, the team
considered stage exclusion methods in the alternative development. Due to the potential damages
due to ice impacts, the team assumes that ice would be blocked by durable physical barrier and
not just the screens. The team further assumed that there was no need to provide ice passage
over the barrier.
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4.4 Conceptual sketches of team developed alternatives are also included within
Appendix C of this report. Note that these sketches are “not to scale” and very rough.

5

Description of Alternatives.

5.1 Alternative 1
Alternative 1 was presented to the team as an option by LRC. This alternative requires
modification to the existing dam by adding approximately 510 lineal feet on to the east end of
the water control structure to accommodate 34 screened gates. In order to construct the
additional gate structures, a significant amount of channel excavation is required. Excavation of
the magnitude could require significant dewatering efforts during the construction phase. To
construct the dam extension, the foundation for the structure may require piling to match the
existing foundation of the water control structure. The East Bank Access Road would also
require relocating to tie-in to the end of the new structure.
5.2 Alternative 2
Alternative 2 was also presented to the team as an option by LRC. This alternative requires
modification to the existing dam to add more gates and screens along the east bank of the
controlling works and to the north, effectively creating an “L” shaped flow pattern through the
structure. In order to construct the additional gate structures, a significant amount of channel
excavation (approximately half as much as Alternative 1) is required. Dewatering would still be
of concern for this alternative due to the proximity of the river and unknown substrata in and
around the Lock and Water Control Structure. To construct the dam extension, the foundation for
the structure may require piling to match the existing foundation of the water control structure.
The new channel section would allow flow from the Calumet River on the river side of the
O’Brien Lock and Water Control Structure into the new gate structures. The East Access Road
will need to be extended northward along the east bank to provide access to the new gates
allowing maintenance equipment onto the new gate structures.
5.3 Alternative 3
Alternative 3 is a modification of alternatives 1 and 2. This alternative requires modification of
the existing dam to add screens to the existing sluice gates and construct adequate screened
sluice gates in the remainder of the existing dam footprint. Any additional screened gates
required for capacity would be installed in a reconstructed lakeside navigation lock east wall.
The lakeside navlock east wall screens would be utilized with the CAWS side lock sector gates
OPEN and the Lakeside sector gates CLOSED. The navlock east wall gates would only be used
O’Brien Lock ANS Deterrent Design Charrette
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when the river gated structure capacity was exceeded. All screened sluice gates are submerged to
allow the screens not to be damaged by ice impact. This alternative has the potential to have
debris and ice from the flood event in the lock chamber.

5.4 Alternative 4
Alternative 4 is a variation of alternatives 3. This alternative requires modification of the existing
dam to add screens to the existing sluice gates and construct adequate screened sluice gates in the
remainder of the existing dam footprint. Any additional screened gates required for capacity
would be installed in a reconstructed CAWS side navigation lock east wall. The CAWS navlock
east wall screens would be utilized with the CAWS side lock sector gates CLOSED and the
Lakeside sector gates OPEN. The navlock east wall gates would only be used when the river
gated structure capacity was exceeded. All screened sluice gates are submerged to allow the
screens not to be damaged by ice impact. This alternative prevents debris and ice from being in
the navlock chamber during a flood event.
5.5 Alternative 5a
Alternative 5a is a modification of alternative 3 to separate the screen structure from the gated
structure. This alternative requires modification of the existing dam to add submerged sluice
gates in the remainder of the existing dam footprint. Any additional sluice gates required for
capacity would be installed in a reconstructed lakeside navigation lock east wall. The lakeside
east navlock wall screens would be utilized with the CAWS side lock sector gates OPEN and the
Lakeside sector gates CLOSED. The navlock east wall gates would only be used when the river
gated structure capacity was exceeded. A separate screening structure would be attached to the
lakeside navigation lock wall angling north at an angle adequate to provide appropriate area such
that the screens do not exceed their differential head capacity at maximum flow and to allow a
sweeping velocity to allow accumulation of trash at the north end of the screen structure. Any
ice during flood events would be retained at the dam and within the navigation lock.
5.6 Alternative 5b
Alternative 5b is a modification of alternative 4 to separate the screen structure from the gated
structure. This alternative requires modification of the existing dam to add submerged sluice
gates in the remainder of the existing dam footprint. Any additional sluice gates required for
capacity would be installed in a reconstructed CAWS side navigation lock east wall. The
lakeside east navlock wall screens would be utilized with the CAWS side lock sector gates
CLOSED and the Lakeside sector gates OPEN. The navlock east wall gates would only be used
when the river gated structure capacity was exceeded. A separate screening structure would be
O’Brien Lock ANS Deterrent Design Charrette
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attached to the lakeside navigation lock wall angling southeast (or north depending on the most
advantageous location for debris collection) at an angle adequate to provide appropriate area
such that the screens do not exceed their differential head capacity at maximum flow and to
allow accumulation of trash at the end of the screen structure. Any ice during flood events
would be deflected to the debris handling location.
5.7 Alternative 6
The intent of this concept is to use 18 to 20 sluice gates in the dam structure and a swing screen
inside the navigation lock to provide full flow capacity for the 500 year event. The sluice gates
would be screened individually at the dam. The swing screen inside the navigation lock would
require a debris removal system to sweep debris to the downstream end of the swing screen. A
collection point would be located on the east wall of the navigation lock. This alternative was
not evaluated in the matrix due to potentially significant issues with debris collection inside the
navigation lock.
5.8 Alternative 7
The intent of this concept is to use 18 to 20 sluice gates in the dam structure, and a separate
screen structure located to the Lake Michigan side of the sluice gates. The reason for separating
the screen from the sluice gates is to increase the available screen flow area significantly over the
area available through the gates. By increasing the screen area, the head drop across the screens
can be reduced, so that flood capacity can be met with the screen system in place. The screen
structure would consist of a series of vee-screens with the downstream apexes connected by an
access bridge. Debris would be swept downstream by a debris removal system and handling
would be done at collection points located at the apexes of the vee screens. Debris would be
removed via the access bridge. The vee screens would be sized such that the head drop is low
enough that the majority of the 500 year flood flow of 21600 CFS can be passed through the
sluice gates, and the remainder would be screened and passed through the navigation lock. The
navigation lock would have a swing screen on the north end of the lock. Debris would be swept
downstream by a debris removal system to a debris collection point on the west bank. Collecting
debris on the inside of the swing side of the swing screen for the navigation lock may pose a
potential navigation issue if the swing screen closure were to be blocked by debris or ice.
5.9 Alternative 8
The intent of this concept is to use 18 to 20 sluice gates in the dam structure, and a separate
screen structure located to the CAWS side of the sluice gates. The reason for separating the
screen from the sluice gates is to increase the available screen flow area significantly over the
area available through the gates. By increasing the screen area, the head drop across the screens
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can be reduced, so that flood capacity can be met with the screen system in place. The screen
structure would consist of a series of vee-screens with the downstream apexes located at the dam.
Debris would be swept downstream by a debris removal system and handling would be done at
collection points located at the apexes of the vee screens at the dam. The vee screens would be
sized such that the head drop is low enough that the majority of the 500 year flood flow of 21600
CFS can be passed through the sluice gates, and the remainder would be screened and passed
through the navigation lock. The navigation lock would have a swing screen on the south end of
the lock. When the navigation lock swing screen is in use, debris would be swept downstream by
a debris removal system to the westernmost vee screen for collection at the dam.
5.10 Alternative 9
The intent of this concept is to use 18 to 20 sluice gates in the dam structure, and a screen that is
in front of the sluice gates. The reason for separating the screen from the sluice gates is to
increase the screen flow area to substantially larger than the flow area through the gates. By
increasing the screen area, the head drop across the screens can be reduced. By placing the
screen structure on the CAWS side of the dam and gate structure, the debris handling would be
done at collection points located at the apexes of the vee screens, which are at the dam. Debris
handling is done at the dam structure. The vee screens would be sized such that the head drop is
low enough that the entire 500 year flood flow of 21600 CFS can be passed through the gates,
and the navlock would not be used any longer for flood flow passage.
5.11 Alternative 10
This idea assumed that approximately 18 to 20 gates are installed in the dam structure. The
screen structure is separate from the gate structure, and is located on the Lake Michigan side of
the gates. Vee screens are proposed, and although three vees are shown, the number could be
increased. Debris collection and removal is done by having a cleaning system that has a
travelling cleaning device to sweep debris into the apex of the vee and then a debris removal
device that pulls the debris up and out of the apex and into a truck or conveyor. The sweeping
device could be a brush or a water jet device. The debris removal device could be an inclined
travelling screen or a raking device. The vee screens are proposed so that the screen flow area
can be larger than the gate flow area, allowing a reduction in head loss across the screens. The
screen structure consists of a bridge at the Lake Michigan end of the screens and the CAWS end
of the screens are tied to the dam. By connecting the tips of the vee screens to the dam, the
structure can be either constructed or operated in stages, and the screen structure can be accessed
from either the bridge at the downstream end, or the dam at the upstream end. During a large
flood event, a swinging or vertically hinged screen would swing out and provide protection for
the navlock, which would be opened to pass flow. Further calculations may show that the screen
for the navlock may not need to be as large as it is shown here, possibly even a floor-mounted
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screen that lies flat on the bottom of the lock when retracted, and swings up from a horizontal
hinge at the screen's upstream end when deployed. One benefit of an angled screen with vertical
hinge is that debris and ice would be passed around the navlock and over to the adjacent vee
screen just downstream of the gate structure. The floor mounted screen would be transverse to
the flow, and debris handling would seem to be more difficult.
5.12 Alternative 11
This alternative looked at a velocity barrier. The idea here is to build a gated ogee crest structure
in place of the existing dam. We looked at a rough order of magnitude for the head requirements
and found that it was not likely to be reliable enough to ensure adequate velocities under all
conditions. We looked at augmenting the velocity with pumped flow and a venturi device, but
the horsepower requirements were unreasonably large. To accelerate the 21,000 CFS to 11 feet
per second would have required roughly between 1,000 and 4,000 water horsepower, or
potentially as much as 5 megawatts of electrical power. Another problem is the fixed crest
height, which eliminates the possibility of passing flows via the velocity barrier at water levels
below the crest. This concept does not have the flexibility with respect to operation at varying
water levels that the gated structure has. This idea was not considered feasible and was not
evaluated.
6

Evaluation Criteria

6.1 The team developed a set of evaluation criteria based on the functions required for
the project and the established design criteria conveyed to the team during the project overview
presented by Chicago District PDT members. The evaluation criteria considered 7 primary
elements inherent it to a design that would meet the challenge of the scope and continued
mission requirements of the facilities.
6.2 There were two other considerations for criteria that were dismissed by the team.
Staged capacity was considered as an evaluation factor but was dismissed because the team felt it
was already covered in operation and maintenance criteria. Socio-economic Impacts was also
considered but the team felt they were unable to determine these due to lack of local and political
knowledge of the project.
6.3 The team ranked the evaluation criteria on the basis of relative importance. Each
criterion was given the ranking factor and alternatives were paired against each other for
comparative assessment. The criterion was rated on a scale of 1 to 3 based on: 1 rating for Poor;
2 rating for Good; and 3 rating for Better.
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6.4 The Evaluation Matrix shown on the next page provides a summary of the highest
ranked alternatives that the team evaluated. Noted on the basis of ratings for each alternative are
provided in Appendix E. Two of the alternatives Alternative No’s 6 and 11 were dismissed and
labeled “DOA” for various reasons. Alternative No. 6 was perceived to be not efficient requiring
a system inside the navigation lock that may have significant impact to navigation. For
Alternative No. 11, the team had concerns about the ability to pass flows to meet flood control
requirements and maintain a velocity barrier. Several types of weirs, partial pumped flow, and
other drop head velocity barriers were discussed. Lack of driving head dismissed this alternative
option.

6.5 The team’s focus was on exclusion of adult fish ANS. Given the burst speed of the
ANS fish species of concern, the team focused primarily on physical barriers with velocity and
screened opening size as an effective means to control egress from water back-flowing into Lake
Michigan. While considering effective exclusion alternatives, meeting flood control was
assumed to be a priority.
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7

Proposed Alternative for Further Development

The team’s proposed alterative for further development is Alternative 10 shown below. It ranked
the highest based on the criteria ranking developed by the team.

Alternative 10
List of Appendices
Appendix A – Portland Charrette Team and LRC PDT Participant Roster
Appendix B -- Agenda for Design Charrette
Appendix C – Sketches of the Teams Alternatives
Appendix D – Sample Product Photos of Wedge Wire Screens
Appendix E – Evaluation analysis notes
Appendix F – Support Information requested from Chicago District PDT
Appendix G – Permissible Footprint for Electronic Barrier
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Appendix A – Portland Charrette Team and
LRC PDT Participant Roster
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Date: 2013 Jun 27

Name

Design Charette assisting the GLMRIS Study
O'Brien Lock Aquatic Nuisance Species Deterrent
Chicago, Illinois

Organization

Email

Phone

Portland Team
Liza Roy
Jim Calnon
Matt Hanson
Joe Russell

CENWP‐EC‐HD
CENWP‐EC‐DM
CENWP‐EC‐DS
CENWP‐EC‐CC

elizabeth.w.roy@usace.army.mil
james.d.calnon@usace.army.mil
matthew.d.hanson@usace.army.mil
joseph.b.russell@usace.army.mil

503‐808‐4835
503‐808‐4928
503‐808‐4934
503‐808‐4917

Chicago PDT
David Wethington
David Force
Lauren Fleer
Rick Ackerson
Robert Balamut
Nikki Chaffin

CELRC‐PM‐PM
CELRC‐TS‐DT
CELRC‐TS‐D‐C
CELRC‐TS‐D‐HH
CEMVR‐OD‐IV
CELRC‐TS‐DG

david.m.wethington
david.w.force
lauren.a.fleer
rick.d.ackerson
robert.j.balamut
joannikki.n.chaffin

312‐846‐5522
312‐846‐5462
312‐846‐5501
312‐846‐5511
773‐646‐2183
312‐846‐5469
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Appendix B – Agenda for Design Charrette
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Agenda for O’Brien Lock Design Charrette for Invasive Species Deterrent
Portland District’s support for others to Chicago District
27 ‐28 June 2013
June 27th
7:30–7:45

Welcome, introductions of participants, (Portland & Chicago) Teleconference

7:45–8:15

Chicago District Project Emphasis (expectations and goals) Teleconference

8:15–9:00

Portland Team review of Chicago’s project information

9:00–11:00

Portland Team Analysis of project‐specific functions
What are the issues/questions, strategies, and actions needed?
Team discussion of design criteria requirements
Previous ideas, concepts, & proposals

11:00–11:30

Lunch

11:30–12:00

Back check with Chicago District PDT, TL, and/or PM (Teleconference)

12:00–2:00

Team continues brainstorming concepts

2:00–2:15

Break

2:15–4:00

Evaluation of Brainstorming Concepts

June 28th

8:00–8:30

Team consensus of goals for path forward for the design focus

8:30–10:00

Present Findings through Webinar with Chicago District (Webinar with Chicago)
Bulleted items, drawing, and concepts

10:00–10:30

Reporting out and next steps
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Appendix C – Sketches of the Teams
Alternatives
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Alternative 3
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Alternative 4
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Alternative 5a
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Alternative 5b
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Alternative 6
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Alternative 7
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Alternative 8
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Alternative 9
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Alternative 10
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Alternative 11
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Appendix D – Sample Product Photos of
Wedge Wire Screens
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Example of Wedge Wire Screen Materials
Note the different wire profiles
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Sample Screen Backbone
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Sample Wedge Wire Photo
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Chart from ScreenSystems.com
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Appendix E – Evaluation analysis notes
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Appendix F – Support Information requested
from Chicago District PDT
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NWP Charette Date 6/27/13 CELRC Responses

Information
Request for O'Brien
Lock Charette
Folder
1

General & Background
Background reports or
studies that will give us a
big picture of the issue
Project footprint for
alternatives (real estate,
wetlands, access, or other
known constraints to
consider)
Authorized purposes to
be maintained (flood risk
management, navigation,
etc) and the metric to
which they need to be
maintained.
‐In categories below we
request details on design
Q, metric for providing
navigation, metric for
biological success.
Previous alternatives
considered, including
significant alternatives
that were discarded.

Responsible Information Provided
Ackerson
Master Control Manual

Chaffin

edit D1_TJOB.pdf in General & Background Folder

Wethington

Varying levels of maintenance of authorized
purposes are found in the various alternatives. For
example, in a hydrologic separation scenario,
maintenance of navigation is significantly
compromised. Where possible, the Team has
developed mitigation measures for adverse
impacts to existing uses. We would encourage the
VE Team to think "outside the box" and feel free
to propose alternative concepts that are
unconstrained by existing authorities. In addition,
see responses to questions below.
Two alternatives were previously developed which
both involved widening the channel to
accommodate 34 ‐ 10'x15' Sluice Gates. These
options are shown in files: TJOBRIAN DAM
REPLACEMENT GEN PLAN OPTION 1.pdf and
TJOBRIAN DAM REPLACEMENT GEN PLAN OPTION
2.pdf. The 34 gate requirement was determined
to be required to provide for the same head loss
for the same flow if .4" screens are added to the
gates, effectively increasing the number of gates
by a factor of 2.2. Please see "sluice gate
requirements summary and documentation.pdf"
for backup for the gate requirements. If the .4"
screens were not present or required, a total of
only 16 ‐ 10'x15' sluice gates would be required to
handle the backflow events at Obrien lock and
dam.

Force
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Stakeholders
Schedule constraints for
construction ‐ construction
completion and work period
constraints
Permitting ‐ any significant
permitting hurdles that could
affect alternative choice?
Agencies involved?
2

Hydrology
System map with direction of
flow (is flow one direction
through structure? Or is this a bi‐
directional facility?
Design Flow (min and max)
Timing and duration of design
flows during year

Wethington
Wethington

Fleer

Ackerson

Flow is one direction through the proposed
structure, towards the lake and only during
major flood events

Ackerson
Ackerson

0 CFS to 21,602 (500 yr, 2017 condition)
During flood conditions, in general infrequent
but can happen at any time of year

Water surface
elevations/gradients for design
flows
Rating curves for outlets
Velocities during design flows (if
available, we can estimate
otherwise from other info)

Ackerson

see DSS hydrographs and historic flood
spreadsheets

Ackerson
Ackerson

submerged orifice equation
computed Q/A

Other flow requirements
(irrigation/biological flows?)

Ackerson

N/A

3 Drawings and Site Information
Plan ‐ Dam
Plan ‐ Nav Lock
Section ‐ Dam
Section ‐ Gates
Section ‐ Nav lock
Details ‐ Filling and emptying
valves and conduits

Force
Force
Force
Force
Force

See "Plate 2 ‐ T.J.O'Brien 2007 ‐ TJ600019.pdf",
"Plate 3 ‐ T.J.O'Brien 2007 ‐ TJ600015.pdf" and
"Sluice Gate Cross Section.pdf" ‐ Notes: New
sluice gates will be 10'x15' vice 10'x10' shown.
Existing Lock gates are typical curved sector
gates.
Culvert document2013‐04‐17‐142522.pdf

Force
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Details ‐ Gates

Force

Bathymetry (or river profile and sections)
Site Photos (aerial and isometric photos of
structures)

See "Sluice Gate Cross Section.pdf.
Lock gates are typical curved
sector gates.

Fleer
Balamut

Known foundation constraints

Force

Utilities ‐ are utilities available

Force

Public access ‐ required? Security issues?

Force

4 Operations and Maintenance
Navigation lock use requirements
‐typical frequency, cargo, vessel type/size
‐times of year
‐times when use is restricted? Flood flows?

None known. Obrien Lock is
consist of sheet pile cells driven to
EL ‐35 with bearing piles driven to
EL ‐40.
Yes. Utilities are available within
the Obrien lock and dam area to
support the existing lock
operations and sluice gate
operation.
Access and security issues are
typical for a Corps Lock facility. No
known special access or security
concerns.

Balamut

Use for passage of flood flow
Typical lock through time
Can an alternate navigation route be used or is
this the only available route? See next
question.

Ackerson
Balamut
Wethington

What is the metric for meeting the navigation
mission at this project? Maintaining the lock‐
through time or some max‐lock through time,
frequency of scheduled lock availability, etc?

Wethington

Debris Handling ‐ what type and quantity of
debris is encountered at the site by season (if
applicable)

Balamut
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Project operations ‐
remote or on‐site
operator for sluice
gates/nav lock?
Additional
personnel on site?
Water quality ‐
known issues for
corrosivity to
materials
5 Biological
Species, life stage,
size

Exclusion criteria ‐
what is the metric
for successful
exclusion? 100% all
times of the year,
or something less,
or different
duration?
Exclusion methods
appropriate for
alternative
(screening only or
other methods?)

Balamut

Fleer

Wethington ‐
Cornish

Wethington ‐
Cornish

Wethington ‐
Cornish

ANS Chart for GL species ‐ we are focused on the
adult fish. During backflow events, water flows toward Lake
Michigan. We are trying to prevent or reduce the risk of ANS
interbasin transfer to the maximum extent possible,
because it may not be technololgically feasible to achieve an
absolute solution. This if for the Lake Michigan species from
going past the TJ O'Brien control point and downstream
toward the Illinois River. Reviewing the species and life
stages identified in the Great Lakes ANS chart, we
are only concerned that adult fish may be able to swim
against the backflow current and enter the CAWS. Based on
the information presented in the chart, we believe 0.4 inches
is the required size of the holes in the fish screen. This
number is based on a review of the body depths.
100% during backflow events ‐ flood events

B/c such large volumes of water, only during flood events,
need to treat large volume quickly. Thought screens would
be the best option. May also consider vertical drop barrier
(http://glmris.anl.gov/documents/docs/anscontrol/VerticalD
ropBarrier.pdf) or a combination of screens and vertical drop
barrier.
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If screening, screen
constraints
‐materials
‐sizing (hole sizing or
shape constraints)

Wethington ‐
Cornish

Durability of the material b/c big debris floats, and lots of
debris, varied types , electricity requirements ‐ only need
during storm events, what happened if power goes out.
Don't want people trying to repair specialized equipments
in storms while standing over fast flowing water. Needs
to be easy to operate, not manually inserting screens. not
in operation all the time but needs to be reliable when it
is needed. What happens if the screen is fouled under
our conditions? Can their be a release such as a vertical
drop barrier
(http://glmris.anl.gov/documents/docs/anscontrol/Vertic
alDropBarrier.pdf).

Species distribution in
the water column ‐
horizontal and vertical
distribution near lock
and dam
Terrestrial or aquatic
species of interest to
consider
‐impacts to consider
‐in water work periods
to consider
‐need to provide
passage for native
species?
Water quality
constraints

Wethington ‐
Cornish

concerned with whole channel

Wethington ‐
Cornish

No need to provide passage for native species. No
constraints on water work periods. Do not have to
consider impacts on the connectivity of the channel with
the addition of the screens.

Fleer
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GLMRIS Study Risk Assessment
for the
Great Lakes ANS Considering
the Four Categories to Control
Rated as either High or Medium Risk
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Appendix G – Permissible Footprint
for Electronic Barrier
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Appendix G – Permissible Footprint
for Electronic Barrier
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ENCLOSURE D
HYDROLOGIC SEPARATION ALTERNATIVE, PHYSICAL BARRIER
CONCEPT CALCULATIONS AND PLATES
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ENCLOSURE E
TUNNEL SYSTEM EXAMPLE
CALUMET TUNNEL SYSTEM
INDIANA AND 140TH STREET TUNNELS
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